
Has the patient got clearly 
stated health outcomes?
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Have any of our patients made notable
progress with a health outcome today?

     Are any of our patients showing
 signs of their health deteriorating?

How did the patient mix feel today?

How did the patient dynamic feel today?

Were we leading the ward today?
Or were we just coping?

How did the sta� dynamic feel today?
   

  What did we learn about a
patient today?

           Did any issues or observations 
                          about a patient suggest 
                                 a trigger for abscond?

 

Who’s visiting today?  Is there someone we 
                                              need to connect with?

Were there any great examples of 
               purposeful care today?

          Were there any great examples of 
thoughtful boundary management?

    Prompts for handover -  Re�ecting on the last shift 

Does the patient mix tell us anything about things we should
      do di�erently?

Does anyone feel they need 
help managing a boundary?

Handover

How do our patients feel about the current 
     patient mix?

        Has anyone spotted anything they can’t
   quite ‘put their �nger on’ that we should talk
through?

 Is there anything happening for any of our patients 
     outside the service that might provide a trigger for relapse/
                                                                                         trauma or abscond?

      Were we present and engaged enough today?  Would we have 
spotted the signs if they’d been there?

Has anyone seen anything that might
    suggest an emerging risk?
                 What boundaries/rules did 

we negotiate on today?

Which patients made progress 
      with health outcomes while
                               on leave today? 

  Were our patients safe today?

Notes/comments

Actions for today

There’s not always a lot of time for handover; but it’s an important
time to catch up with colleagues, re�ect on the last shift and plan
the next one.  Here are some prompts you might �nd helpful.

You don’t have to use them all every time, but try a few out and see
if it improves how handover feels.


